CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY
BY FATHER PETER
EXCELLENT, EXCELLENT, EXCELLENT

HAVING LIVED IN A MONASTERY, I CAN TELL YOU THAT FATHER PETER HAS TAKEN CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY JUST ABOUT AS FAR AS IT CAN BE TAKEN - HE IS VERY NEARLY A ST. FRANCIS. AND SHOULD BE ST. PETER NOW. HE IS RIGHT ON WITHIN THE CHRISTIAN TEACHINGS - A GOOD JUMPING OFF POINT INTO FURTHER SPIRITUAL FREEDOM.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nb_O4Zo7NVE

http://www.ruachcenter.org/ HIS WEB SITE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVoLvLXRILg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc_7ON9tJP0

I VERY MUCH LOVE THAT HE POINTS OUT THAT THE TEACHINGS OF REINCARNATION WERE STRUCK FROM THE BIBLE, THIS OCCURRED VIA A PATRIARCHAL GATHERING OF MIND CONTROLLED IDIOTS. DITTO ST. AUGUSTINE, WHOSE ORIGINAL SIN IS HEINOUS LOOUSH PRODUCING CRAP. MEN ARE EASY MIND CONTROL SUBJECTS.

OBVIOUSLY ANY JUDGMENT IS LOOUSH PRODUCING DITTO SIN - VERY VERY BAD IMAGES TO FOIST ONTO ANYBODY - IT KEEPS THE CRAP ROLLING AROUND IN OUR GENETICS. AND RESTRICTS OUR FREEDOM.

NATURE ONLY HAS LOVING, HARMONIC, HEALTHY DESIGNS BASED ON THE FIBONACCI SERIES, WHICH IS A FUNCTION OF GOD'S LAW - I AM THAT I AM, WHICH I BELIEVE WAS WRITTEN ON THE STONE TABLET THAT MOSES THREW AT THE GOLDEN CALF (PATRIARCHAL EGOISM). NONE THE LESS, EVERYTHING IS SUBJECT TO GOD'S LAW. LIKE ATTRACTIONS LIKE

USING THAT LAW, IT WOULD BE NICE FOR THE WORLD TO START MEDITATING AND PRAYING DAILY FOR CHRIST'S LOVE TO BE EVERY WHERE.

NATURE IS ALREADY CHANGING. THE MOST GRAPHIC EVIDENCE OF THAT IS A POLAR BEAR PLAYING WITH A SLED DOG. THIS IS WAY BEYOND THE LION LAYING DOWN WITH THE LAMB, WHICH HAS HAPPENED A LOT, ALREADY.
THERE IS NO FEAR IN NATURE - IT ALL KNOWS HOW TO DIE. LAO TZU

HUMANS ARE GOING THE OTHER DIRECTION - ON A LOOSH PRODUCTION FRENZY AT THE MOMENT.

RE: MORE SPIRITUAL FREEDOM


AND, JESUS CAN ONLY COME BACK AS ONE MAN. EXCUSE ME, SAI BABA WAS IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT PLACES PHYSICALLY MOST OF THE TIME. ONE TIME HE BI-LOCATED INTO 1400 DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE AND LEFT PHYSICAL PROOF THAT HE DID IT. AND THEY BOTH SAY, "DON'T BE LIKE ME, BE ME.!!!"

EVERYBODY AND EVERYTHING YOU SEE IS MANIFEST BY JESUS EVERY MICROSECOND, WHICH IS WHY WE HAVE A MUSIC OF CREATION.

AND, NOTHING UNREAL EXISTS - TO PASS JUDGEMENT OR CONDEMN ANYTHING SHRINKS THE INFINITE INTO THAT THING - ALL LABELS ARE THE ANATHEMA OF GOD. OBVIOUSLY, HOWEVER, WE NEED TO FIND A JOYOUS WAY OF USING THEM.

OK?

LOVE AND BLESSINGS

PS: IF ONE PERSON OR ANIMAL IS SUFFERING, THEN WE ALL ARE.

FURTHER SPIRITUAL FREEDOM IS THE MERGE WITH GOD OF THIS UNIVERSE TRICK - YOU GO OUT THERE AND THEN CANCEL YOUR POINT OF VIEW. HERE'S HOW TO DO THAT:
http://blog.hassberger.com/img/MAXIMUM_ASSIMILATION_AND_ACCELERATION.pdf

HOWEVER, THE YOGIS SUGGEST NOT GOING THERE - IN DOING SO - NO MORE YOGI.